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die Zeit des Entstehens der Sammlung einzugrenzen, und kommt dabei auf die
Periode zwischen dem frühen Hellenismus und dem 2. Jh. n. Chr., was nach seinem
eigenen Bekunden nicht viel weiterhilft (86 ff.). Was spricht eigentlich dagegen, daß
auch ein Hymnus hellenistischer Zeit, sofern er lang genug war, in den ersten Teil
der Sammlung aufgenommen wurde?
Literarische Hymnendichtung gab es in hellenistisch-römischer Zeit reichlich, und ein hexametrischer Dionysos-Hymnus läßt sich recht wohl im Zusammenhang der seit dem Alexanderzug auflebenden und bis in die Spätantike reichenden Dionysos-Epik verstehen. Die bedeutsame Rolle, die Dionysos fortan in
der Herrscherideologie spielte, trug gewiß zur Beliebtheit des Themas bei. Die Vorstellung vom Zug des Gottes durch die ganze Welt, die seit dem Alexanderzug und
nach der „Entdeckung“ des indischen Nysa populär wurde, vermehrte die Zahl der
schon früher einsetzenden Versuche, diesen Ort zu lokalisieren, nachdem man ihn
sich anfänglich im thrakisch-phrygischen Raum gedacht hatte. Auch Diodor zitiert
jene Verse vornehmlich aus diesem Grund. Alle diese Einzelheiten, die eine Entstehung mindestens der bei Diodor überlieferten Verse in hellenistischer Zeit wahrscheinlich machen, wurden an anderer Stelle ausführlich erörtert9.
Die Zuweisung aller drei Fragmente, einschließlich des Textes auf Pap. Oxy.
670, an einen einzigen Hymnus vorhellenistischer Entstehungszeit bedarf also
jedenfalls weiterer Nachprüfung.
Köln

Albrecht Dihle

9) G. Pollet (ed.), India and the Ancient World = Orient. Lovan. Anal. 25,
1987, 47–57.

ANTIPHILUS, ANTH. PAL. 5.308.3
The two epigrams, of Philodemus and Antiphilus, which concern us are:
Ph(ilodemus), Anth. Pal. 5.46 (= A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, The Garland of Philip,
Ph. IV [3180–7], and D. L. Page, Epigrammata Graeca 4814–27):
xa›re sÊ. – ka‹ sÊ ge xa›re. – t¤ de› se kale›n; – s¢
d°; – mÆpv
toËto filospoÊdei. – mhd¢ sÊ. – mÆ tinÉ ¶xeiw;
– afie‹ tÚn fil°onta. – y°leiw ëma sÆmeron ≤m›n
deipne›n; – efi sÁ y°leiw. – eÔ ge: pÒsou par°s˙;
– mhd°n moi prod¤dou. – toËto j°non. – éllÉ ˜son ên
soi
5
koimhy°nti dokª, toËto dÒw. – oÈk édike›w.
poË g¤n˙; p°mcv. – katamãnyane. – phn¤ka dÉ ¥jeiw;
– ∂n sÁ y°leiw Àrhn. – eÈyÁ y°lv. – prÒage.
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and Ant(iphilus), Anth. Pal. 5.308 (= Gow and Page o.c. Ant. XIV [865–70]):
≤ komcÆ, me›nÒn me: t¤ soi kalÚn oÎnoma; poË se
¶stin fide›n; ˘ y°leiw d≈somen. oÈd¢ lale›w;
poË g¤n˙; p°mcv metå soË tina. mÆ tiw ¶xei se;
Œ sobarÆ, Íg¤ainÉ: oÈdÉ ‘Íg¤aine’ l°geiw;
ka‹ pãli ka‹ pãli soi proseleÊsomai. o‰da
malãssein
5
ka‹ soË sklhrot°raw. nËn dÉ Íg¤aine, gÊnai.
Ph.’s epigram is a conversation, in which the speaker makes approaches to a most
willing girl. In Ant.’s epigram, by contrast, the speaker addresses a wholly unaccommodating girl, who refuses to answer him (oÈd¢ lale›w; 2), or even to say goodbye (oÈdÉ ‘Íg¤aine’ l°geiw; 4). In what he says he reacts to her silences (and also, we
may well imagine, to her gestures). Ant.’s epigram appears to be closely related to
Ph.’s and may be a variation on it.
In Ant. 3 Page substitutes sÉ aÔ for the manuscript reading soË and Gow and
Page comment: “with metå soË the meaning would be (as Jacobs said) ‘mittam tecum, cui domum monstres,’ but here as in Philodemus 7 p°mcv (and in accord with
general custom) the sense required is ‘I will send someone to fetch you.’ There is no
point in sending someone with the girl to her lodging; the man must either go with
her now or learn her address so that he may send for her later. It is doubtful whether
there are more than two possibilities here: dÉ oÔn (Scaliger) and sÉ aÔ; oÔn is excluded by the context, whereas aÔ (= aÔyiw, ‘hereafter’) suits well enough.” Gow and
Page consider that the two poems resemble each other so closely that the text and interpretation of one can be evidence for the text and interpretation of the other. But
the differences between them are so great that this approach may be hazardous. poË
g¤n˙; p°mcv . . . (Ant.3) may very well be a recollection of poË g¤n˙; p°mcv (Ph. 7),
but the contexts of the two passages are different. In Ph. the words are spoken by
the speaker after the girl has accepted his invitation to dinner, and shown herself to
be agreeable. Their interpretation is clear; he asks the girl where she can be found1
so that he can send for her at the appropriate time. In Ant. however, the speaker at
no point issues an invitation to the girl, a consideration which removes the need to
emend p°mcv metå soË tina in such a way that the words can bear much the same
interpretation as p°mcv in Ph. 7. Page’s p°mcv metã sÉ aÔ tina would be appropriate if the speaker had issued an invitation to the girl which there was some chance of
her accepting. But in view of the refusal of the girl even to speak to him, it would be
irrational of him to invite her to his house and expect her to come. Moreover ‘I will
send someone to fetch you later on’ does not go well with Ant. 5f. ka‹ pãli ka‹ . . .
sklhrot°raw. Here the speaker defiantly resolves to continue his pursuit of the girl
in spite of her uncompromisingly frosty attitude. If there were a reasonable chance
that she would be happy to accompany a slave sent to bring her to the speaker’s
house, such determination would be superfluous. It has been suggested that Page’s
text could be accepted if aÔ (‘hereafter’) were taken to refer not to the next day or
two, but to some time further ahead when it might be hoped that the girl would
soften her attitude to the speaker. But it seems questionable whether aÔ can bear this
weight of interpretation, without any support from the context.

1) As Gow and Page point out in their note on Ph. 7 (3186), “poË g¤n˙; is a
colloquial way of saying ‘where will you be?’ rather than ‘where do you live?’ ”.
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It may by added that the transmitted text p°mcv metå soË tina is suited to the
context. In the face of the refusal of the girl to answer either of his questions, poË
se / ¶stin fide›n; (1 f.) and poË g¤n˙; (3), it is natural that the speaker should feel driven to take steps himself to discover where he can find her. Without such knowledge it would not be possible for him to bring about the meetings he hopes for in
the words ka‹ pãli ka‹ pãli soi proseleÊsomai (5). Perhaps he might hope to sing
a paraklaus¤yuron outside her house. Compare Theocritus 2.95–101, where Simaitha’s knowledge that Delphis likes to frequent the wrestling school of Timagetus enables her to send a message to him through her slave Thestylis. Gow and Page
remark “There is no point in sending someone with the girl to her lodging”, but to
send a slave to follow her would be the simplest, if not the only conceivable, way
of discovering where she lives. Doubtless the speaker could follow her himself, but
in the ancient world it would be normal to send a slave on such an errand, as Simaitha sends Thestylis.2 On the other hand Page’s p°mcv metã sÉ aÔ tina relates less
easily to the context than the transmitted text. Page’s reading implies that the reader actually knows, or will be able to discover, where to find the girl, so that he can
send a slave to fetch her, in spite of her refusal to answer his questions poË se ¶stin
fide›n and poË g¤n˙. How he manages to acquire this information is left unexplained.
Such a sequence of thought is a little inconsequential, and less straightforward than
the transmitted text. It seems better not to change soË.3
Aberdeen

Thomas Pearce

2) Compare K.J. Dover’s note on Theocritus 2.101 “It was unthinkable that
Simaitha should go to, or near, the wrestling-school herself; slaves, upon whose
loyalty and discretion much depended, had to serve as intermediaries in affairs of
this kind.”
3) The author is most grateful to Professors B. Manuwald and Douglas MacDowell for their interest and help.
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